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Colorbox

Image field options (CCK)

Image field gallery
 Per page gallery
 Per post gallery
 Per field gallery
 No gallery

Should the gallery be images within a single field, a single post (default) or all images on the page. The last option disables galleries.

Login links settings

 Enable for login links
Automatically activate Colorbox for links to user/login.

Extra settings

 Enable Colorbox load
This enables custom links that can open forms and paths in a Colorbox. Add the class "colorbox-load" to the link and build the url like
this for forms "/colorbox/form/[form_id]?destination=some_path&width=500&height=500" and like this for paths "[path]?width=500&
height=500&iframe=true" or "[path]?width=500&height=500" if you don't want an iframe. Other modules may activate this for easy
Colorbox integration.

 Enable Colorbox inline
This enables custom links that can open inline content in a Colorbox. Add the class "colorbox-inline" to the link and build the url like
this "?width=500&height=500&inline=true#id-of-content". Other modules may activate this for easy Colorbox integration.

Colorbox plugin settings

Path
colorbox

The location where Colorbox plugin is installed. Relative paths are from the Drupal root directory.

Choose Colorbox compression level
 Production (Minified)
 Development (Uncompressed Code)
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Select the style to use for the Colorbox. The example styles are the ones that come with the Colorbox plugin. Select "None" if you have added
Colorbox styles to your theme.

Options
 Default
 Custom

Use the default or custom options for Colorbox.

Transition type
 Elastic
 Fade
 None

The transition type.

Transition speed
350

Sets the speed of the fade and elastic transitions, in milliseconds.

Opacity
0.90

The overlay opacity level. Range: 0 to 1.

Current
{current} of {total}

Text format for the content group / gallery count. {current} and {total} are detected and replaced with actual numbers while Colorbox runs.

Previous
« Prev

Text for the previous button in a shared relation group.

Next
Next »

Text for the next button in a shared relation group.

Close
Close

Text for the close button. The "Esc" key will also close Colorbox.

 Overlay close
Enable closing ColorBox by clicking on the background overlay.

Max width
100%

Set a maximum width for loaded content. Example: "100%", 500, "500px".

Max height
100%

Set a maximum height for loaded content. Example: "100%", 500, "500px".

Slideshow settings

Slideshow
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Save configuration

 Yes
If the title should be made shorter in the Colorbox to avoid layout problems. The default is to shorten for the example styles, they need it, but
not for other styles.

Deactivate Colorbox on specific pages
admin*
img_assist*
imce*
node/add/*
node/*/edit

Enter one page per line as Drupal paths. The '*' character is a wildcard. Example paths are blog for the blog page and blog/* for every personal
blog. <front> is the front page.
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